Geophysical Characterization and Seepage Detection of the Chimney Rock Dam Embankment Near Salina, Oklahoma
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Abstract: The operator of Chimney Rock Dam observed the emergence of increasing seepage at the toe of the dam when the water level in the reservoir exceeded a particular elevation. However, the source and the pathways of the seepage were not identified. To address this issue, integrated geophysical methods were employed to delineate the different units of the dam embankment and identify potential seepage zones and pathways. The methods utilized in this study included electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), self-potential (SP), and multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW). The ERT profiles revealed variations in the dam’s fill properties, including areas with anomalously low resistivity, interpreted as zones of relatively high moisture content. The two long SP profiles conducted along the dam embankment displayed similar spatial correlations with these low-resistivity zones, suggesting potential preferential seepage pathways. The SP map generated from a suite of parallel SP profiles conducted over the abutment depicts a pattern of positive background and negative potential anomalies, which may suggest fluid movement or seepage potential. The MASW profile along the top of the dam characterized an upper low shear-wave velocity layer corresponding to the top dry section of the embankment underlain by a higher shear-wave velocity layer, interpreted as saturated zone. The utilized geophysical methods successfully characterized the different materials of the embankment and identified zones of potential seepage.
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1. Introduction

Dam serves critical roles in hydroelectric power, flood control, and water management ([1–3]). The safety and integrity of these structures is therefore of utmost importance, as failure could result in significant environmental damage, property loss, and loss of life. The Chimney Rock Dam is experiencing seepage at its toe, which causes ponded water nearby, raising concerns for the safety and integrity of the dam. This seepage can cause internal erosion, downstream flooding, loss of reservoir storage capacity, and potential structural failure ([4–6]). Understanding the source of seepage and preferential pathway is crucial for making informed decisions about maintenance, operation, mitigation, and rehabilitation to ensure long-term dam stability and performance.

Visual inspection and borehole techniques are routinely used for the monitoring and assessment of dams ([7,8]). Visual inspections are often conducted regularly by dam operators and engineers to inspect the dam for signs of distress or wear, such as cracks, erosion, or leaks. This can include walking the dam length, inspecting the spillway and outlet works, and examining the foundation and abutments. The borehole techniques involve measuring various geotechnical and physical parameters at specific points in the dam or its foundation, such as stress, strain, water level, temperature, and pressure, as well as chemical characteristics such as pH and dissolved oxygen ([9,10]). However, these point...
measurements may not provide a comprehensive understanding of the overall condition of the dam, as the data are usually sparse. Detailed knowledge of the hydrologic condition is required to identify seepage sources and differentiate seepage through the dam from seepage through connected/unconnected conduits away from the dam.

To ensure a comprehensive understanding of the state and condition of dams, geophysics is been recognized as an essential and complementary tool for dam safety assessments. Geophysical techniques offer several benefits for monitoring seepage which include the following: (1) Spatial coverage: geophysical data can be collected over a wide area, providing a more comprehensive understanding of seepage patterns across the dam and its foundation. (2) Noninvasive nature: geophysical methods do not require the excavation or disturbance of the dam or its foundation, making them a noninvasive way to collect data on seepage patterns ([11]). This can be particularly beneficial for dams that are in operation, as it minimizes the risk of disruption to their functions. (3) Cost advantage: geophysical methods can often be more cost-effective than other techniques, such as borehole drilling or instrument installation, particularly for large dams where multiple measurement points may be needed ([12]).

Geophysical techniques have been widely utilized for dam safety assessments over the past several decades. Numerous authors have employed various geophysical methods to investigate the subsurface conditions of dams to identify potential issues that may compromise their safety ([13–16]). For instance, the self-potential (SP) method exploits the electrical voltage generated by flowing water through porous materials. By measuring these voltage variations, researchers can gain valuable information about the hydraulic regime within the dam, which is crucial for detecting and characterizing seepage. Studies by [17–19] have demonstrated the effectiveness of the SP method in identifying and characterizing seepage in embankment dams. The electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) method measures the electrical resistivity/conductivity of the subsurface by galvanic coupling, allowing researchers to visualize variations in the dam’s composition and identify potential anomalies such as weak zones, cracks, or excessive moisture. These anomalies can indicate potential pathways for seepage or structural vulnerabilities. Study by [20] has shown the application of ERT in investigating seepage pathways and monitoring newly constructed dams. His work, along with influential contributions by [21,22], further emphasize the effectiveness of ERT in dam safety assessments.

Multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) is a method that utilizes seismic sources to generate surface waves, which can be used to infer subsurface properties such as soil and rock type, compaction, zones of weakness, and saturation. This information is crucial for identifying potential failure zones within the dam or its foundation. Studies by [23–25] demonstrate the effectiveness of MASW in near-surface characterization for dam safety assessments. Combining various geophysical techniques can provide a comprehensive understanding of the subsurface. Studies by several authors like [26] exemplify this combined approach, utilizing SP, ERT, and seismic refraction to offer a more reliable assessment of dam stability and seepage characteristics. By employing these noninvasive methods, dam safety engineers can gain valuable insights without causing any physical damage to the structure. This proactive approach plays a vital role in ensuring the safety and longevity of these critical infrastructure assets. This study integrated multiple geophysical techniques to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the dam’s internal conditions. The main objectives of this study were to characterize the dam units and their hydrologic conditions, investigate zones of potential seepage, and use this information to design effective monitoring surveys. The subsequent sections provide a discussion of the study area, methodology employed for data acquisition and processing techniques, and interpretation of the results.

2. Description and Geology of the Study Area

The Chimney Rock Dam, also known as the W.R. Holway Reservoir, is a crucial infrastructure owned and operated by the Grand River Dam Authority (GRDA) in Mayes County,
Oklahoma, which was constructed in 1968. As an upper reservoir for the Salina Pumped Storage Project (SPSP), it possesses the capacity to produce 260 MW of electricity ([27]). The dam’s primary purpose is to provide vital water resources, flood control, and electricity to the local community, while also supporting the recreation and tourism industry in the state. The GRDA is responsible for the maintenance and management of the dam, reservoir, and hydroelectric power generation facility, while also ensuring the safety of visitors and preserving the natural resources in the area through the regulation of recreational activities. The location of the dam is depicted in Figure 1.

![Location map of the surveyed area of the chimney rock dam (marked by the blue polygon) behind the lake.](image)

The geology of the region is characterized by the Upper Devonian–Lower Mississippian system, as documented by [28–30]. H.R. Holway Dam site is distinguished by three significant formations that shape the local landscape: the Chattanooga Formation, St. Joe Group, and Reed Spring Formation. Refs. [31,32] provide a thorough examination of the stratigraphy of the dam site area. The Chattanooga Formation, which is predominantly black shale of varying thickness, underlies the St. Joe Group. The St. Joe Group comprises three lithologic units, starting with the Pierson Formation, which is characterized by gray, thick-bedded coarse-grained limestone. The middle unit, the Northview Formation, consists mainly of mudstone/shaly limestone. The uppermost unit, the Compton Limestone, contains fossils of marine life. The Lower Reeds Spring Formation is composed of intercalation of limestone, shale, and cherts, while the Middle and Upper Reeds Spring consists of limestone and chert. The Pineville Tripolite facies, which is the top unit, is composed of diatom-rich chert, suggesting deposition in shallow marine environments. The dam embankment lies within the Reed Springs Formation, where rock units comprise alternating thin-bedded limestone and chert. The chert exhibits a high degree of fracturing, which might serve as a conduit for seepage, as recent excavations have revealed the presence of karst features in the vicinity.
3. Data Acquisition and Processing

Integrated geophysical methods involving electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), self-potential (SP), and multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) were employed as a comprehensive approach to gather and analyze critical information needed for better understanding of the internal characteristics and hydraulic behavior within the dam. Figure 2 shows the basemap of the geophysical data acquired, which includes transects of three geophysical methods: four electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), six self-potential (SP), and multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW). These techniques were employed to collect data on the subsurface properties and structures of the area, providing insights into the geological and hydrological characteristics of the Chimney Rock Dam. Table 1 presents the acquisition parameters and details of the three geophysical methods utilized for this project. The following section provides the specifics of the techniques and methodology applied to provide interpretable models.

![Figure 2. A basemap showing the location of the acquired geophysical data at the Chimney Rock Dam which included four resistivity profiles (ER-1–ER-4), six self-potential profiles (SP-1, SP-2, and 4 SP grids bounded by the yellow box), and one multichannel analysis of surface waves profile (S-1). All survey lines run from north to south.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Method</th>
<th>Acquisition and Survey Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERT</td>
<td>Electrodes: 72 steel electrodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Array type: Wenner–Schlumberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Device: IRIS Instrument Syscal Pro resistivity meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of survey lines: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrode spacing: 7.0 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profile length: 498 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Potential</td>
<td>Electrodes: Cu/CuSO4 nonpolarized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Survey type: Fixed-based configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Device: Fluke 289 true RMS digital voltmeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of survey lines: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Station spacing: 1.0 m spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASW</td>
<td>Number of receivers per shot: 24 geophones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Receiver interval: 1.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shot interval: 10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Record length: 1.0 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stack number: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Device: Geometrics Geode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source: 10-kg sledgehammer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1. Electrical Resistivity Tomography

A total of four ERT profiles, each extending 498 m in length, were acquired utilizing a Syscal Pro resistivity meter equipped with 72 electrodes. For data collection, the Wenner–Schlumberger configuration was employed with an electrode spacing of 7.0 m. The collected data were subjected to a thorough processing workflow. Initially, Prosys II software version 3.14 was employed to eliminate any erroneous data points, outliers, and measurements associated with negative electrical potentials. Subsequently, the processed data were imported into RES2DINV software version 4.9.11 for further refinement and inversion. Within RES2DINV, the data underwent additional noise removal and inversion using a nonlinear least squares optimization method. This method iteratively reduces the discrepancy between a mathematical model predicted response and the actual measured resistivity data, ultimately generating a geoelectrical resistivity model of the dam’s interior and surrounding rock formations ([33]).

3.2. Self-Potential

In this study, we acquired a total of six SP profiles at the dam site (see Figure 2 consisting of four profiles in a grid configuration, spanning an area of 100 m × 40 m and two long profiles along SP-1 and SP-2, with lengths of 240 m and 400 m, respectively. We utilized a fixed-base configuration technique for the SP data acquisition, with a station interval of 1 m. This survey configuration employs a reference electrode placed at a fixed location, while the potential difference associated with subsurface phenomena is measured between the reference and the other electrode. To ensure that any anomalies related to seepage are captured and to avoid correlating seepage to nonseepage zones, we selected a nonseepage zone for the base station (or reference electrode). We employed two nonpolarizing copper sulfate electrodes connected through a wire and a Fluke 289 true RMS digital voltmeter for the SP measurements. Following the procedure outlined by [34], we applied an in-house MATLAB routine to drift-correct the SP data. We then processed the data to eliminate any anomalous spiking measurements using moving average with a window size of 3. Utilizing a small window size has the benefit of concentrating the filtering process on immediate, local regions of the data, rather than incorporating information from more distant areas. This approach helps to prevent the filter from excessively smoothing the data, enabling anomalies to remain relatively intact. For visualization purposes, we plotted the two SP transects as SP profiles and used the Golden Surfer software version 11.0 to generate a 2D map by contouring the processed gridded data using the kriging technique.

3.3. Multichannel Analysis of Surface Wave

A 500 m long seismic line was acquired along transect S-1 at the crest near the downslope of the dam embankment utilizing the MASW technique. The data acquisition process involved deploying a land streamer system equipped with 24 geophones, a 10 kg sledgehammer source, and a Geometrics Geode recording system. The geophone spacing was set at 1.5 m, and the source interval was 10 m. The data acquisition was carried out using a sampling rate of 0.5 ms and a record length of 1 s. After acquiring the data, we rolled along the line by moving the source–receiver array to the next line using a truck, which allowed for a quick and labor-efficient exercise. A total of 20 shot-gathers were recorded. The MASW data processing and inversion were performed using the Kansas Geological Survey (KGS) SurfSeis software version 6. The processing steps involved combining all shot records into a single file and assigning geometry. The next step was to stack the data, which helped to eliminate random noise and improve the horizontal resolution and data quality ([35,36]). The subsequent task was to identify the surface wave and mute portion of the data above and below the Rayleigh wave where necessary. A crucial step was the dispersion curve analysis using the fundamental mode. At this stage, elevation profile was added to the data. The final step included inversion to yield a 1D shear wave velocity profile and spatial interpolation to generate a 2D shear wave velocity image.
### 4. Results

The ERT profile acquired along the crest of the dam at the upstream section effectively imaged the interior of the dam down to a depth of 180 m ground elevation with resistivity distribution ranging from 20 to 1000 ohm-m. The profile delineated a distinct surficial layer characterized by moderate resistivity, interpreted as dry clay fill. The layer was relatively dry because it was above the lake water level of 261 amsl. Underlying the surficial layer is a thick geoelectric unit of relatively low resistivity. Within this unit are lenses of anomalously low-resistivity regions marked as zone 1 and 2, occurring laterally at 20–120 m and 360–420 m, respectively (Figure 3a). These lenses are interpreted as saturated zones with significantly higher moisture content compared to their surrounding rocks. The resistivity progressively increases with depth below this layer, which is consistent with the anticipated presence of both the rock fill material and dry bedrock at these depths.

![Figure 3. The resistivity profiles ER-1–ER-4 along the Chimney Rock Dam. ER-1 is along the top of the dam (a), ER-2, ER-3, and ER-4 (b–d respectively) are along the downstream slope of the dam. The four resistivity profiles show anomalously low resistivity zones 1, 2, and 3, interpreted as zones of relatively high moisture content.](image-url)

The ERT profile shown in Figure 3b represents a cross-section of the downstream region, which comprises semipermeable materials. This profile was collected at a water level of 261 amsl along transect ER-2. The resistivity ranges from 20 to 1000 ohms, which is consistent with the upstream region. Four geoelectric layers were identified based on the resistivity distribution. The upper layer is a shallow, moderately resistive layer interpreted as dry clay fill. Beneath this is a low-resistivity layer, which is interpreted to represent...
saturated clay fill. Two anomalously wet zones are present within this layer, spanning a lateral distance of 25 to 125 m and 360 to 380 m. Beneath this, the resistivity gradually increases with depth. The third layer has resistivities ranging from 300 to 500 ohm-m and is interpreted as a layer of clay and rock fill. The fourth layer is believed to be bedrock, which is partially saturated with resistivities ranging from 500 to 700 ohm-m and is partially dry with resistivities ranging from 800 to 1000 ohm-m. This is probably the dam foundation rock.

Figure 3c shows the resistivity profile along transect ER-3 of the dam’s downstream slope at the semipervious materials–rock fill contact. The profile delineates three geoelectric layers: a clay and wet rock fill top layer, wet rock fill, and partly saturated and partly dry bedrock, with resistivity values ranging between 160 and 1000 ohm-m. The top layer exhibits a relatively low resistivity, while resistivity gradually increases with depth due to the presence of more rock fill materials. It is noteworthy that the anomalously low resistivity zones 2 and 3 were observed at slightly greater depths. Additionally, zone 3 was detected at this depth. However, due to the zone extending beyond our transect, its size and geometry were not well captured.

Figure 3d depicts the resistivity profile along transect ER-4 of the downstream slope of the dam, located on top of rock fill materials, at a lake water level of 262 m. This profile delineates three rock units: dry rock fill with resistivity ranging between 200 and 450 ohm-m, wet rock fill with resistivity ranging between 100 and 200 ohm-m, saturated bedrock with resistivity ranging between 400 and 700 ohm-m, and dry bedrock with resistivity ranging between 700 and 1000 ohm-m. The profile reveals anomalously local-resistivity zones within the bedrock plateau and dam fill marked as zones 1, 2, and 3. Zone 1 appears near the north abutment at approximately 6 m depth below the top of the dam with a lateral extension of 40 m. Zone 2 appears within the dam fill and next to the south abutment at approximately 9 m depth below the top of the dam with over 60 m lateral extension. The low-resistivity zone 3 appears partially within the plateau next to the south abutment at around 7.6 m below ground surface and with ground elevation of 262 m. The zone appears continuous away from the profile.

The shear wave velocity profile depicted in Figure 4, generated by the collocated multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) along transect S-1, corroborated the understanding of the hydrologic condition of the upper section of the dam. This profile characterizes the upper 14.0 m of the dam into three layers. The first layer, with an average thickness of 4.6 m, exhibits low shear-wave velocity and is interpreted as dry clay fill materials. The low velocity in this zone can be attributed to the presence of air and voids, as dry materials allow for greater interparticle space and less wave energy transmission. The second seismic layer, with an average thickness of 5 m and relatively higher shear-wave velocity, is interpreted as a wet-clay zone. The higher shear-wave velocity in this zone can be attributed to the presence of water, as water increases the bulk density of the materials and, thus, the shear-wave velocity. The relatively higher shear-wave velocity in this zone suggests that the water content is higher than that of the upper zone. The base layer, mapped by the MASW profile, shows relatively low shear-wave velocity. This low-velocity zone is most likely because the MASW profile images the impervious and semipervious fill materials at greater depth, where water content is likely lower, resulting in a lower shear-wave velocity.

Figure 4. Shear-wave velocity profile derived from the MASW line acquired along the top of the dam.
The SP profiles along SP-1 and SP-2 typically exhibit two patterns of background positive and anomalously high negative potential anomalies. The low negative potential, indicated by the black arrow (Figures 5), is interpreted as zones of relatively high moisture content. The zones correlate with zones 2 and 3 of the ERT profile, which may suggest preferential seepage zones within the embankment.

Figure 5. Self-potential profiles, SP-1 and SP-2, at their respective locations along the dam embankment. The two profiles show low SP anomalies, interpreted as a potential seepage zone.

To further investigate potential seepage at the site, four SP parallel lines were acquired, covering an area of 100 by 40 m, using nonpolarizing electrodes. The area of investigation was selected based on the ERT and collocated SP profiles. The data are presented as a contour map in Figure 6, which is overlaid on a Google Earth map of the area for spatial context and intuitive and meaningful interpretation. The SP map displays two distinct patterns, one characterized by a high-SP range (20–65 mV), represented by yellow to brown colors, and another by a low-SP range (<15 mV), represented by green to blue colors. The low SPs are attributed to water-saturated zones. More data are needed to conclude whether it is static as a result of rainfall, snow melt, or is related to hydrodynamic process within the embankment itself or connected conduit away from it.

Figure 6. SP contour map generated from a grid of four parallel 100 m profiles shows low–SP patterns (shown in blue) interpreted as potential seepage zones.

5. Discussion

The geophysical investigation integrating ERT, SP, and MASW conducted at Chimney Rock Dam yielded valuable information about its construction and potential seepage areas. The ERT successfully delineated the internal features of the dam, including the bedrock
interface, variations in electrical properties potentially related to moisture content, and low-resistivity anomalies interpreted as wet zones. The local resistivity zones identified along the ERT profiles, labeled as zones 1, 2, and 3, appeared at similar spatial locations but with depths that increased towards the downslope direction. This is attributed to the 3D geometry and heterogeneous construction materials of the dam, as previously highlighted by [37]. It is evident that zone 3 extends beyond the model and is probably connected to the two laterally separated conduits to the south, which may contribute to the source of seepage to the embankment downslope and abutments. This is a reasonable scenario, as there is no evidence of erosion of the embankment’s clayey materials despite indications of seepage and toe ponding at the abutment of the downstream section.

The interpretation of SP data aligns with the findings of ERT and delineates areas of high moisture content; however, the data are insufficient to identify seepage corridors due to the limitations of a single measurement, which may not adequately capture dynamic processes. Moreover, low potentials on the SP map are disseminated and exhibit no evidence of a continuous pathway caused by piping and internal erosion. Consequently, the integrated results do not provide sufficient support for seepage through the dam crest.

The MASW data provided valuable insights into the higher water content within the embankment materials by examining the shear-wave velocity structure. The limitation of the study stems from the 3D geometry and varying fill materials of the dam embankment (Figure 7), as highlighted by [38,39]. These complexities can lead to out-of-plane effects that may impact depth estimation accuracy in resistivity measurements. Future investigations could benefit from quantitative SP amplitude interpretation to estimate the depth of potential seepage zones and time-lapse SP measurements to capture the dynamic nature of seepage processes, potentially yielding more definitive evidence. Despite these limitations, the integrated geophysical approach effectively overcame challenges by integrating diverse datasets to provide a comprehensive understanding of the internal structure of the dam and hydrology and supporting informed dam safety management strategies.

**Figure 7.** Schematic cross-section of the chimney rock dam. The arrows mark the locations of the acquired ERT profiles (ER-1 to ER-4).

**6. Conclusions**

A comprehensive investigation of the Chimney Rock Dam near Salina, Oklahoma, was carried out using integrated geophysical methods that incorporated electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), self-potential (SP), and multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) to characterize the internal structure of the embankment and potential for seepage. The ERT profiles revealed variations in the geoelectric properties, identifying low-resistivity zones that indicated high moisture content. These zones were found to correlate with anomalies detected by the SP profiles and map, suggesting potential seepage areas. The MASW provided information about the dam’s fill structure, revealing layers of varying moisture content.

In this study, utilizing a multigeophysical approach for evaluating dam embankments provided valuable insights into the internal structure, seepage zones, and hydrogeological conditions. By integrating diverse datasets, including geological, geotechnical, and borehole
data, the geophysical interpretation can be further improved. To safeguard and preserve the dam embankments, it is recommended to apply the findings of this study to design time-lapse SP and ERT. This approach allows the assessment and monitoring of spatial and temporal patterns of seepage, thereby facilitating the precise identification of its origin and pathways.
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